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"Each woman was a world unto herself, or rather each was a sky where I must trace 
the positions of stars, planets, orbits, eclipses, inclinations and conjunctions, solstice 
and equinox. Each firmament had its own movement, in line with its own mechanism 
and rhythm."—Italo Calvino 
 
Concept: 
 
We are all deluded. In the most dangerous ways, the most beautiful ways and the 
most banal and benign ways we all exist in a world of our own design, our own 
creation, our own filter. Built with our samskaras, our past, our beliefs, our traumas, 
our consumption, our interactions, our societies, our habits, our opportunities and 
dreams, we design our own reality. 
 
Art is an expression of our reality, and design is the personality of our ideas. The 
artists brought together here have used various media to create full worlds with the 
precision and intentionality inherent in the concept of design. 
 
Ahead of Nigeria’s elections, at an “interactive session” one gubernatorial candidate 
explained to a room full of women that he was adamant to have a woman as his 
running mate, but not just any woman, he said, it had to be a “good woman,” a 
“woman of substance”. 
 
This exhibition features only female artists, but there are no "good women" here, 
because what is a “good woman”? Aren’t we all grey? Flawed? Hot and cold? 
Generous and selfish? These women show the diversity and complexity of each of 
our worldviews: complete, distinct, nuanced and fantastical.  
 
African female artists should be celebrated, elevated, and supported. Patriarchy 
permeates all of our societies, and of course the art world as well. This platform was 
designed to undermine the unspoken privilege, priority and prestige male artists 
enjoy by giving women a space to show the excellent work they are producing 
despite the structural obstacles they face.  
 
But women, and African women in particular, are too often generalized, simplified, 
and lumped together as a single homogenous group. This exhibition aims to disrupt 
all of that by elevating and highlighting the profound, individual and unique work 
women are doing to design and manifest their own distinct realities. These artists 
happen to be African women, but more so they are worlds unto themselves.  
 
The intention is to leave the viewer with no one thing to say about African women. 
The more you see, the less you know.  


